**Position Title:** Contemporary Dance Instructor

**Job Description:**
As an instructor for the specialty program you will be expected to work with students on various skill levels. Each class is 1 hour long and meets once or twice per week for 8 weeks. Specialty program instructors are required to arrive to each class 15 minutes early and attend our mandatory specialty program meeting at the beginning of each session. Instructors need to wear professional attire appropriate for their specific class format and are expected to have a plan/ choreography for each class.

**Job Responsibilities:**
- Teach once or twice per week according to the class schedule
- Attend occasional mandatory meetings
- Respond to emails from supervisor
- Plan/choreograph for each class

**Work Hours/Anticipated Schedule:**
One/two classes per week on Monday-Thursday or Sunday between the hours of 5-9pm

**Additional Information:**
Job is open to both students and non-students
Please attach a resume with your prior teaching experience and education to this sheet.

**Contact Information:**
For more information about this job, please contact:

Anna Taggart – Fitness Coordinator  
Department of Recreational Sports  
4250 TAMU College Station, Texas 77843  
979-845-4792  
ataggart@rec.tamu.edu